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Name oi'the ActivitY / Event

Them;:/Topic

Resr:'urce Person

Organised by

\tenue

Date and Duration

Participants

Science Faculty Visit

Science on Sohere Show

Volunteers of National Science Centre

R.D.P.S.

National Science Centre, Pragati Maidan

16.09. L7, lO:00 am to 1:00 pm

Science Facully (V-X)

TDP (Outside)File Accession Dossier !

OBJECTIVES:

Science Centre.
/ To browse various educational material suiting to curriculum needs of the students.

P_ESc.BIErIo.N:
"The Science of today is the technology of tomorraw"'

Edward Teller

Science Faculty of R.D.p.S. visited National Science Centre to attend the educational package which includes

ar:ti,.,iiies aimed at creating and enhancing scientil'ic awareness while at the same time imparting Science

e,jrcaiion in ap rnteresiing way. After the ticketing formalities, Preirisioric Life Gaiiery was visitr-:c n'i,iiir is

popularly known as Dinosaurs gallery. In this gallery, selected 5 species of life forms of difl'erent ages such

as irilobites, Giant Scorpions, Early birds, gigantic dinosaurs and other living creatures up to Neanderthal

man have been presented with artificially created matching ambience and special light and sound effects,

The supporting panel exhibition provided ample information about the origin of Earth, formation of

lancforrns, geological changes that occurred on earth through ages, evolution of atmosphere and so on. A

y .:ller5, named Innovation Space was also browsed wherein students with scientific temperament, after

taking nrembership, can work upon the innovative project ideas and proposals under the guidance of expert

comru,ittee. Biotech lab of National Science Centre also provides opportunities to students of 6th to 12th to

wo;k on a variety of hands-on laboratory experiments related to genetics and molecular biology. It was

then followed by 3D show on Dinosaurs which was observed through specially polarized glasses. Science on

Sphere show was availed which uses projection based technology using multiple high end projectors, to

display planetary data onto a six feet diameter sphere, creating a giant digltal globe. Images related to

various topics of air, water, space, astronomy, climate change and environment were explained by the

resource person.

In the nutshell, the National Science Centre visit acquainted teachers with the myriad of educational

Submitted tol PrinciPal..

activities ancl programmes which aim at increasing scientific awareness arnongst tlre students.
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